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1) Introduction
The transportation of hydrocarbons is a vital activity within the oil and gas exploration
and production chain. These resources may follow a long journey on their way to the
final destination once extracted, which is in a great extent made by means of pipelines. 2
This infrastructure may be laid on land in private ownership, which may require
companies to obtain legal rights to build or implement the conveyance of resources
through pipelines.3 This is because oil and gas enterprises may not be conferred special
rights to cross infrastructure upon private property,4 by virtue of the landowner must
authorize such an intervention.
In this respect, a simple contract may fail to protect the physical assets of oil companies
that are laid on private land. This occurs because (i) subject of a number of exceptions,
contracts are enforceable only against the participants of the agreement5 and (ii)
pipelines constitute corporeal movable property, which becomes part (fixture) of the
land in which they are attached, by virtue of its ownership could be passed to the
landowner6 without the consent of oil companies. Thus, these companies may claim a
real right to shelter its infrastructure, which is enforceable erga omnes.
In this regard, the Scots law has a numerus clausus of real rights referring to land7 that
could be exercised by oil companies in transporting hydrocarbons upon private
properties. These may be in form of (i) ownership; (ii) servitude; or (iii) lease. 8 Each
model may present advantages and drawbacks depending on the interests of the
company that will carry out the operations. Even though servitude is the most accepted
model by the industry,9 this regime may not stand alone to protect the rights of oil
companies over the infrastructure that is laid on private property, as in some cases
ownership of land may be required. This may reveal the fundamental role that land
law issues play in the activity of oil and gas transportation, by which the contribution
of experienced land law lawyers, along with those in charge of the negotiations of the
agreement between companies and landowners, may be required.
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This paper analyses the role of land law upon the transportation of hydrocarbons in
Scotland, exposing the importance of carefully evaluating land law issues prior to
construct or relying on the infrastructure that will convey oil and gas derivatives. In
order to produce such an analysis, authoritative literature in land law is examined, as
well as the relevant legislation and case law. The structure of this paper will proceed as
follows: (i) following the introduction, the numerus clausus of real rights in Scots Law
will be presented; (ii) particular study of the servitude model will be provided; (iii) to
lately expose the work conclusions.

2) Real Rights in Scotland
As stated in the introduction, contracts may not be a secure option to protect the rights
of oil companies that have infrastructure laid on private land. As regarded as personal,
contractual rights, in general, may not be enforceable against third parties, as the case
of successors or creditors of the landowner,10 who could claim ownership of the
pipelines in case of demise or bankruptcy of the owner of the property. This reveals
that oil companies must rely on a real right to secure its physical assets, which is
regarded as ‘good against the world.’11 In Scots law, real rights relating to land are
provided by a closed list.12 This structure provides clarity and precision and gives the
Scottish system of landholding great stability and predictability.13 This could be
explained since Scots law, as a mixed regime, has evolved to a significant degree from
civil law,14 presenting peculiar mechanisms originating from this legal system, e.g.
servitudes.
Oil and gas companies wishing to transport hydrocarbons through private land are
presented with three possible options of real rights upon the aforementioned closed
list. The first is ownership, which could be regarded as the most extensive right
available upon land.15 This model provides the landowner with a right of exclusive
occupation upon the property.16 Thus, acquisition of a property right in the strip of
land, on which a pipeline will be laid, will provide the oil company with dominant
control over the pipeline and the carried substance. However, the high costs of
purchasing the land, as well as the landowners’ unwillingness to relinquish their rights
on their estates, are some of the drawbacks that impede the employment of this real
right.17
The second alternative is the lease of land on which the pipeline will be laid. In a lease
the landlord retains the ownership of his land and the oil company obtains an exclusive
right to possess and use undisturbedly that part of property, in exchange for a recurring
payment known as rent.18 A particular benefit of this model is that it can be held
irrespectively of any other land owned by the holder of the right,19 which is not possible
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upon a praedial servitude, as will be detailed later. However, since the land subject to
the lease remains owned by the landowner, any infrastructure (fixture) placed on it
may become his property under this contractual arrangement.20
In Scotland there is no separate legislation governing the legal relationship between the
landlord and the tenant in the commercial sphere,21 which reveals the importance of
thoroughly drafting the clauses of the lease. These clauses, inter alia, (i) must be in
accordance to statutory requirements; (ii) may consider that the tenant shall indemnify
the landowner for damages caused to the land; and (iii) since the lease may end, they
may detail rules regarding the final removal of the pipeline and land restoration.22
Furthermore, as the lease is a long-term agreement, it is customary to include a periodic
rent review mechanism to maintain its economic value.
The third and most accepted regime of real right which could be exercised by oil and
gas companies is praedial servitude. It is a class of real right held by one person ‘as
owner of one piece of ground (the dominant tenement) over another piece of ground
(the servient tenement) in the vicinity, but in separate ownership by which some benefit
is conferred on the dominant tenement.’23 This model may provide oil companies with
an erga omnes right to build and make use of infrastructure laid on third parties’
properties, which is achieved through the registration of a deed of servitude.24 This
document will govern the extent of the right by establishing the servitude conditions,25
which by virtue of its drafting has fundamental importance.
An appropriate deed of servitude may include, rather than the basic right of oil and gas
transportation, a vast selection of provisions.26 This may contain, inter alia, provisions27
(i) securing the right to access, repair, maintain or renew the pipelines; (ii) to preclude
building or invasive activity upon the pipelines; (iii) to abandon the pipelines; (iv) to
indemnify in case of pollution and damages caused to contiguous areas. The purpose
of these additional rights is to enable oil and gas companies to comply with statutory
regulations, such as health and safety provisions, while also providing a measure of
protection for the landowner.28

3) Particular Issues of the Servitude Model
The servitude regime presents important benefits to oil companies, even though
significant limitations are also observed. Among the advantages, this model (i) as a real
right, is binding and may be enforced against not only the original granter but also any
other party infringing the servitude;29 (ii) it may be far less costly than buying pieces of
land along the extension line of pipelines; (iii) it permits that the parties create several
rights upon a deed, according to their particular interests; and (iv) in case the deed is
silent upon a particular event that may surge upon its lifecycle, it is safeguarded by the
general law of servitudes.30
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On the other hand, servitude also comprises significant limitations that may be
considered by oil companies. First, a servitude cannot exist in its own right,31 by virtue
of the fact that it must benefit another piece of land (dominant tenement), and this latter
must be owned by the oil company.32 This means that oil companies that own no land
shall not be entitled to establish servitude of pipelines. This fact may force such
companies to buy pieces of land in strategic points in order to claim servitude, such as
areas located at the end of the pipeline, which could give place to a refinery or related
processing plant.
Another important limitation concerns requirement of vicinity,33 which means that the
dominant tenement may be situated geographically close to the servient tenement. In
the context of a long pipeline route, it may be particularly challenging to oil companies
to attend such a requirement. This may also require oil companies to buy plots of land
along the extension line of pipelines and establish processing facilities upon them in
order to create a closer link between dominant and servient tenements.
Furthermore, servitude is regarded as limited to a piece of land34 or restricted to the
dominant tenement. In other words, if an oil company intends to extend its pipeline
route to reach another piece of land beyond the dominant tenement, it may require a
new grant of servitude. Additionally, if this company sells the dominant tenement to a
third party, the right of servitude will promptly be transferred to the new owner of this
land.35 These particular characteristics reveal that the servitude model, in some cases,
may not be a viable commercial choice to oil companies. In order to handle these issues,
some jurisdictions have created a new class of real right called personal servitudes,
which unlike the praedial model, could be exercised without reference to a dominant
tenement.36 However, Scots law has not embraced such a provision.37

4) Conclusion
This article has demonstrated that contracts may not be a secure tool to protect the
interests of oil companies that have infrastructure laid on or crossing private properties.
Being regarded as personal, contractual rights may not be enforced against those that
are not part of the agreement, by virtue of a real right may be required to safeguard
such assets. The Scots law provides a closed list of real rights available to oil companies
wishing to convey hydrocarbons through pipelines, by virtue of each class presents its
benefits and drawbacks. This may demand a cautious evaluation to find the best option
of real right to attend a particular case.
The servitude model, which is largely adopted by the industry, may present, in general,
the most cost-effective solution to oil companies intending to build pipelines upon
private land. However, the success of this regime necessitates a well-drafted deed,
which should encompass clearly the rights and obligations of both the oil companies
and landowners, thus creating stability and predictability in the contractual
relationship. On other hand, the servitude regime also presents particular limitations,
which turns its application unviable upon specific circumstances.
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These factors reveal that property law issues play a fundamental role in the activity of
oil and gas transportation, suggesting that oil and gas companies and landowners shall
rely on lawyers with a solid background in land law before signing related agreements.
A wrong choice in the class of real rights available to cope with a specific situation, or
even a poorly drafted deed might create significant conflicts between these parties,
which could be avoided with the effort of experienced legal professionals.

